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Robust, scientific capacity
Making science more relevant

Best evidence to inform decisions



Sentinels of the natural world
Front lines of knowledge and change



How much does science 
contribute to the    

well-being of society? 

Pew Research Centre (2012)



Pew Research Centre (2012)





“When we limit the production 
of scientific evidence, it creates a 
knowledge vacuum that inflates 
the power of political influence.”

- Carol Linnitt
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1. Cut funding for basic and environmental science in 
public service and universities

2. Restrict ability of federal scientists to communicate 
scientific findings (muzzling)

3. Devalue and disregard scientific evidence in 
development of public policy

“My Canada includes weird scientists 
devoted to keeping our water clean.”

Three basic threats to science



Professional Institute of the Public Service of Canada survey (2013)



A national, non-partisan, non-profit 
organization promoting public-interest 
science and evidence-based decision-

making in Canada 



75 leaders in science, indigenous knowledge, public 
policy, civil society, and governance

Consensus on four principles for improved evidence-
based decision-making:

scienceintegrity.ca

http://www.scienceintegrity.ca/


“The mobilization of Canadian voters is essential to 
give courage to politicians and push for larger-scale, 

meaningful responses to climate change.”
- Catherine Potvin, McGill University
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Estimated % of adults who think 
the earth is getting warmer

Mildenberger et al. (2016) | http://umontreal.ca/climatData missing for YT, NWT, NU, and Labrador

http://umontreal.ca/climat


Estimated % of adults who think the earth is getting 
warmer mostly or partly because of human activities

Mildenberger et al. (2016) | http://umontreal.ca/climatData missing for YT, NWT, NU, and Labrador

http://umontreal.ca/climat


Estimated % of adults who support 
increased taxes on carbon-based fuels

Mildenberger et al. (2016) | http://umontreal.ca/climatData missing for YT, NWT, NU, and Labrador

http://umontreal.ca/climat


Keep your head down, 
just be a scientist.



Stick your neck out,
be a better scientist!



Learn the science 
of science 

communication

Learn and practice 
narrative storytelling



New culture of ‘open science’

• Movement to make science and data more  
accessible, useable, and useful 

• Transparency, replication, validity of results

• Increases public trust 



>200 funding agencies & foundations 
have adopted ‘open science’ policies



Nov. 2016: Letter signed by ~2000 scientists across 
Canada, incl. 48 of top 50 research  universities



www.youngresearchersopenletter.org

Five steps to strengthen scientific integrity:
1) Seek and act on the best available evidence

2) All info from EAs permanently & publicly available

3) Cumulative effects across time and space

4) Prevent & eliminate conflicts of interest

5) Develop explicit decision-making criteria

http://www.youngresearchersopenletter.org/


2) Make all* information from EAs 
permanently and publicly available

• Share raw data and reproducible code to analyze 

• Already global best practice (research, government)

• Verify conclusions, benchmark for future

*some exceptions



Raw data Reproducible code

2) Make all* information from EAs 
permanently and publicly available



‘Open science’ is the new normal.

• Younger generations expect openness
- Wonder why information isn’t shared, why hidden?

- Printed reports or PDFs ≠ open access to data 

• Leading universities are moving towards entire 
campuses practicing open science 



Evidence matters

The future of science is open 



Public trust in, and use of, high-
quality science affects all of us.
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